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Citizens Protest JKK Members Rally 
'---� _,, 
by Herbert Adamu 
PALM SPRINGS· A Local 
Civil Rights group from 
Palm Springs, ''The Citizens 
for Freedom" is gearing for 
a counter rally. As a result 
of an upcoming Rally organi­
zed by a group known as the 
"National Association for 
the Advancement of White 
People" (NAA WP), under 
the leadership of one David 
Dukes of Louisiana and a 
former Grand Wizard of the 
Ku Klux Klan. Rialto Presi­
dent of the KKK, George 
Pepper is also helping to 
organize the rally and this 
week he will be recruting 
and organizing Fridays 
event. 
Director of the Political 
Coalition, La Raza, Palm 
Springs has organized a 
group of motorcycle riders 
to beef up the counter rally. 
The action, he said should 
not indicate that the counter 
group is afraid of the 
NAA WP but added that the 
Political Coalition has reason 
to believe that their oppo­
nents are likely to try to 
MEMBER OF THE WEST COAST PUBLISHERSASSOCIATION 
• 
instigate misunderstanding 
and possible violence. 
The Citizens for Freedom, 
according to Mr. Beaver, is 
made up of about 75 diffe. · 
rent Civil Right groups in 
the Valley area. others also 
attending the rally include 
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local Ministers, and some 
officials from both the 
NAACP and the Urban 
League. 
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Pavillion Recreation Center 
by the NAA WP while that 
of the Citizens for Freedom 
is to take place at the Hilton 
Hotel. 
The Palm Springs City 
Council is sai 
d to have declared that 
it does not believe in the 
ideology prop­agated by the 
NAAWP, but warned that if 
the groups is found to be 
engaged in any illegal 
activities, the permit issued 
for the rally will be 
rescinded. Meanwhile the 
City Chief of Police is said to 
have a neutral position on 
the issue and that he does 
not anticipate any inci.dent. 
As such, there will be no 
additional security arran- 
gements during the rallies. 
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The two rallies both sche- In an interview earlier ---• ..... ' --•-------·-• --------------------------------..;'---...:.'..;.:.'..;;;.;�:;,a
duled to commence simulta­
nously at 7:30 p.m., Friday, 
August 7, in Palm Springs 
are to be held at the 
;��f�:�ffri;�0NAACP Launches Massi-Ve said that Mr. Sal Mesa, 
, '" Campaign For· National Tid-Bits SOiidarity .Da y
Air Controllers Strike 
Telegrams were sent yesterday to .every controller 
ordering them back to work. As President Reagan vows to 
fire them if they don't. Lane Kirkland, of the AFL-CIO 
accused Reagan of "union busing" as the controllers continue 
their 4th day of the strike. 
The illegal strike by about 13,000 of the 17,000 controllers 
forced the cancellation of about 350/o of usually scheduled 
commercial and about 50% of general aviation flights. 
Reagan told strikers they will be fired unless they will 
return to work by lla.m. EDT yesterday. The Justice 
Department asked for the imprisonment of union leader 
Robert Poli and a $1 million-a-<lay fine against the union. 
The controllers are seeking a four-<iay workweek and a 
$10,000 across-the-board pay raise, arguing their careers are 
often limited to 10 to 15 years because of strain that causes 
medical problems. The union rejected a $50 million 
government wage and benefit package. 
Divorce Rates Up 
Working women with salaries of $25,000 or more divorce 
at four times the rate of comparable men, says the U.S. 
Census Bureau. According to 1978 statistics, nearly 15% of 
these female upper-income earners are divorced, compared 
with 4% of men. 
Pay Gap 
The pay gan fails to narrow much between female and 
male managers. Women earned just 540/o of what men did in 
1978, compared with 52% in 1968, the Labor Department 
reports. But the number of women managers has more than 
doubled since 1969 to 2.9 million in 1980. 
Highest Paid Females 
Washington Post Chairman Katherine Graham's $361,700 
earnings in 1980 make her the highest-paid female executive 
at a publicly held fr.rm. An analysis by Heidrek & Struggles, 
recruiters, places Marion Sandler second; the Golden West 
financial president earned $211,633. 
Torrijo� Mourned 
Torrijos was mourn'ed in Panama City as crowds filed past 
his bier. The Panamanian leader who was killed last Friday 
in a plane crash, was to be buried yesterday with a U.S. 
delegation attending. Diplomats predict a power strugg�e 
between President Aristedes Royo and the new head of the 
national guard, Col. Florencio Flores. 
City-\vide Revival to be Held 
A city-wide Revival will 
be held in Riverside' by the 
Inland Area Ministers Alli­
ance beginning Sunday, 
August 23, 1981 and through 
Friday August 28, 1981 at 
the Antioch Missionary Bap­
tist Church. Plans are being 
made to include the city in 
this exciting event. Rev. 
Robert A. Williams, Jr. will 
be the evangelist. 
School Closure 
C.ase Submitted 
to Judge 
Both sides rested in the were put on the stand. 
four day school closure case, Foundation for the budget 
heard in the court of Judge reductions were laid by the 
Kenneth Ziebarth. The last districts budget director and 
day of testimony was heard a chart showing a V2 million 
in a San Bernardino Court. dollar deficit was questioned 
The Judge instructed lawy- by attorney for the plaintiff 
ers Nancy Reardan and Nancy Reardan. "It is legal 
Allan Moltzen to write their to have a deficit in the 
closing arguement and have budget?" she asked Dale 
them back to court by next Berkley, replied, "No, this is 
Tuesday, he wants to make a not the finished budget." 
decision by August 14,1981. But last year's budget deficit 
The parents of Muscott was made up by the state. 
Sc'hool have charged racial Many questions were asked 
discrimination in the closure about the budget which has 
of the neighborhood school. not been finalized. 
It is one of the last three Neal Roberts, Assistant 
Black schools left in the Superintendent testified for 
community. Parents also Allan Moltzen about the 
charge the district did'nt condition of building and 
consult the Judge as he integration programs. Rob­
ordered before the closure. erts said all schools were on 
The district contends a· a maintenance schedule for 
Judge had'nt been appoint- repairs and that Muscott 
ed, since Paul Egley retired. was not treated differently. 
Io the last day of testimo- The Judge earlier said the 
ny two San Bernardino age and condition factor, one 
employees and one parent of seven used, as criteria to 
BENJAMIN L. HOOKS 
LANE KIRKLAND 
CongreHman George _Brown 
Cong. Brown Heads 
Nuclear Rally 
On August 9, thirty-six 
years after bombing of Nag­
asaki, Congressman George 
Brown will join with fifteen 
church and civiv groups to 
memorialize Nagasaki Day 
at Fairmount Park in River­
side. The Congressman will 
speak on "Making nudear 
war unthinkable." 
Speaking along with Con­
gressman Brown will be 
Rev. Jim Lawson on "Bread 
Not Bombs," labor organizer 
Rudy Salinas on "Labor's 
view of the arms race," and 
Prof. Mel Gurtov of UCR on 
"Overcoming Apathy." 
Other local speakers will 
deal with an upcoming ballot 
proposition on a bilateral 
nuclear freeze, U.S. nuclear 
weapons policy, nuclear 
power plants, Vietnam vets 
and the U.S. involvement in 
El Salvador. 
A number of local folk 
singers will also join this 
event which starts at noon, 
at Fairmount Park in River­
side on August 9. Education• 
al materials, refreshments, 
and pastries will be avail• 
able. The public is invited to 
bring picnic lunches and 
share the period of 12:00 to 
3:00 p.m. together. 
Water Supply isGoing, 
Going, Gone - 1985 
The possibility of water 
rationing in Southern Califo­
rnia countries and cities 
faces twelve million reside­
nts from Oxnard to Rivers­
ide to San Diego and all 
points in between. Nearly 
600 million gallons of water 
per day will be cut off from 
the Colorado Riverside by 
early 1985. That's a 54 
percent cut from present 
close the school, was somet­
hing the district had control 
over and in weighing it for 
closure of a Black school 
could constitute "Benign Ne­
glect." 
Cheryl Brown, a parent 
testified that 3 black schools 
had no grass before the 1972 
suit was filed and testified of 
the parents efforts to get 
water supplies from the 
river ... about 50 gallons per 
day per resident! 
The water supply for 
Southern California has now 
become the number ONE for 
all of California during 
1980's. Decisions must be 
reached on the basic needs 
facing the population, accor­
ding to J .S. Yeager, chair­
man of the Riverside County 
grass and other improvem­
ents which, they always met 
with difficulty. The schools 
were never air-eonditioned 
or carpeted completely. 
Neal Roberts also testified 
that students attending Cali­
fornia School would not 
receive the same programs 
as Rio Vista, the ESSA 
Communications Lab would 
The massive demonstration sponsored by the 
NAACP, the National Urban League, the Southeren 
Christian Leadership Conference and Operation 
PUSH, in conjunction with the AFL-CIO and a 
coalition of civil rights, labor and other social 
organizations is being organized to protest the Reagan 
administration's budget cuts, Hooks explained. "The 
policies of this Administration to balance the budget 
on the backs of the poor does not have universal ap­
proval. We mus� raise the level of consciousness 
among the members of Con_gress and t�e federal 
government by making them aware of our unalterable 
opposition to this Administration's effort to make the 
poor, the ederly, the handicapped and minorities, the 
scapegoats for the economic ills of our society." 
In his appeal for widespread community support, 
Hooks said, "Lifting up our voices today will 
ultimately save our country tommorrow." Visible 
public support, he said, will help deliver the urgent 
message that more than seven million people are out 
of work and they need jobs now. 
Hamilton Appointed 
Superintendant 
Melvin L. Hamilton has been appointed Solid Waste
Systems Superintendent. He has been acting Superintend­
' ,"nt since _April 6,1981, the 
aopoirunent was effect.ive July 17. 
Mr. Hamilton began work with the City of Riverside on 
November 10,1965 as a Refuse Collector and progressed 
through the system, being appointed Solid Waste Collection 
Foreman on September 21,1977. On two occasions in the 
past, he has served as acting superintendent, and during 
each of those periods of time has handled the assignment in a 
most acceptable manner. 
Mr. Hamilton attended grade school through high school 
in the Elsinore area and has since, working for the City of 
Riverside, attending both Riverside City College as well as 
the Los Angeles Trade School. His course of study at 
Rverside City College has included a significant number of 
management and supervisory courses, while his studies at 
Los Angeles Trade School have been in the area of solid
waste collection and disposal methods. 
"I believe that Mr. Hamilton's appointment will provide 
the necessary leadership to handle the solid waste 
operations in the City of Riverside, and he will be a fine asset 
not only for the Public Works Department but also for the 
entire city," said Director- Robert C. Wales. 
Melvin L. Hamilton 
Citizens for Water, in calling critical need to complete the 
for a special county-wide California Water Project 
meeting on August 13, at and the consequences Lo 
Raincross Square in Rivers- Southern California for fail-
ide. ure to do so. 
Edmond G. "Pat" Brown, � The August 13 meeting 
former governor of Californ- takes place at Raincross 
ia and "father" of the Square, Fifth and Orange 
California Water Project, Streets in Riverside starting 
will address the county-wide at 11:30 am with a no-host 
meeting on August 13. social hour and luncheon at 
"Pat" Brown will discuss the 12:15 pm. Yeager emphasiz-
not be available at California 
School. 
rooms, which were classr­
ooms with a wall cut out of 
the middle. 
. The last exhibit shown 
was one of all school closures 
Demonstrators will assemble on the west slope of 
the Washington Monument at 15th and Constitution 
Avenue, N, W. starting at 10 a.m. with the march 
expected to begin at noon. The march route will ex­
tend from Constitution Avenue to 15th Street and down 
Pennsylvania Avenue. In addition, a rriass rally has 
been scheduled for 2 p.m. featuring nationally 
recognized speakers and live entertainment. 
The coalition of organizations lending heavy 
support to the effort also includes a number of 
professional organizations, fraternities and sororities, 
Hooks said, including the National Association of 
Negro Business and Professional Women's clubs, Inc., 
the National Council of Negro Women, the National 
Association of Real Estate Brokers, Delta Sigma 
Theta Sorority, the National Newspaper Publisher's 
Association and Omega Psi Phi fraternity. 
"Special appeals have been directed to churches 
and religious organizations,'' he added, "We've 
already received support from the African Methodist 
Episcopal Church and we expect many others to join 
our noble cause." 
A local Solidarity Day Railey will be held September 
19,1981 at the Labor Temple, 1072 La Cadena Dr., Riverside. 
Communi�y 
Spotlight :� 
Mrs. Harnethia Marsell 
Mother of seven sons, 
homemaker, educator, com­
munity leader and student. 
You would think I am 
writing about five persons, 
no, only one;MRS. HARN­
ETHIA MANSELL who liv­
es in Sunnymead. A friend 
to those in need and a very 
pleasant, positive person to 
be around. She hllS the 
spiritual growth that verif • 
ies the fact that God is very 
much alive, and I see Him in 
action through this fine 
woman! 
She has done an outstand­
ing job with the Riverside 
Area Section of the National 
Council of Negro Women. It 
was her leadership that got 
it officially organized three 
years ago. 
Mrs. Mansell was introd­
uced to N.C.N.W. by Mrs. 
Jennifer Blakely who was 
acting Chairperson at the 
time. However, she was 
unable to continue in that 
capacity due to a new 
addition to her family and 
full-time studies. Ai that 
point, N.C.N.W. needed add­
itional leadership. Realizing 
what the Organization stood 
for, how much the Organiz­
ation was needed, Mrs. 
Mansell decided to do every­
thing she could to make 
N.C.N.W. a reality, with the
help of God.
The fll'st offici;il Luncheon 
ed that all civic leaders and 
concerned citizens are urged 
to be present. ''Time is 
growing short, too short for 
comfort", said Yeager, "to 
face up to the real facts on 
the impending water short­
age and water rationing for 
Southern California counties 
and cities." 
Meeting was held at the 
Holiday Inn with approxim­
ately 25 persons in attend­
ance. Mrs. Mansell, through 
personal contact with those 
persons interested in becom­
ing members of the organiz­
ation, within a few months 
had more than the required 
50 members acquired to 
become chartered. Mrs. 
Mansell said that credit is 
due many wonderful people 
who helped bring about the 
realization of N.C.N.W. "A 
million thanks go to many 
people who stood by me and 
the Organization in it's inf­
ancy." 
It has been the observa­
tion of this writer that Mrs. 
Mansell has given herself 
totally; above and beyond 
the call of duty. However, 
her goal was to attain a firm 
foundation upon which this 
Organization can continue 
it's outstanding work. She 
has served as President, 
1980/81, but with increasing 
responsibilities in her field 
of study, Mrs. Mansell feels 
that the time has come to 
reassess priorities. She will 
continue to support the 
Organization who founder 
was her teenage idol, Mrs. 
Bethune Cook. She feels 
that we must use the people 
power of all of us to bring 
about a world where all 
people will be truely free. 
Luncheon reservations, at 
$8.00 per person, may be 
made by phoning the Great­
er Riverside Chambers of 
Commerce at (714) 683-7100. 
The meeting is presented in 
cooperation with �he Great­
er Riverside Chambers of 
Commerce and other chamb­
ers of commerce in Riversi­
de County. 
Moltzen tried in his defen­
se to prove that the only 3 
Black schools were not com· 
pletely movable. Muscott is 
100 percent portable but 
California and Rio Vista 
have permananent type Ad­
ministration buildings. He 
also said both have multi-use 
since 1970. Six of the twelve chart showing the breakdo­ asked to show on the map 
the pockets of Blacks in San 
Bernardino which existed 
before the rash of closings, 
where those schools were 
located. 
schools h/1,d a high concentr­
ation of Blacks, for example 
with a school population of 
9% Sturges was closed. 
Moltzen redirected with a 
wn. Fifteen of the total 
school population was Black 
therefore all 6 closures adve­
rsely affected the Black 
community. Brown was 
_.t..._ ---� - -
j 
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On Sunday, August 2, 1981, Friendship Misionary Baptist 
Church had their 8th Appreciation for the Pastor and Wile, 
Rev. and Mrs. Levonzo Gray. The youth and the Adult
choirs sang beautifully and Sis. Evelyn Mosley sang a 
beautiful solo, ''I'm Willing to Run All The Way." Rev. 
Thompson gave the message of the morning. The subject 
was "Let God Guide You" immediately after morning 
service, there was a Potluck Dinner. 
At 3:00 that afternoon, there was another service. The 
youth and Adult choir sang again. Sis. Ware did a nice short 
· talk on the Pastor's Wife and Mother Bridges did a short talk
on the Pastor and also dedicated a solo that she beautifully
sang to Rev. and Mrs. Gray. Sis. Evelyn Mosley sang
another solo. New Jerusalem Four Square Church was the
guest church. The choir sang two beautiful selections. Rev.
Jerry Lauder preached the sermon. The topic was "God's
way is the Best Way."
Citrus Valley 
District Ushers 
News 
Gladys F. Searcy, 
Publicity Chairperson 
Th<' Citrus Valley Uistri1·t Ushers husLcJ the -!0th Annual 
Convention of the Union Usher lloard State of California on 
June 23-26, 1981. There were approx. ;:151) ushe,·s from 
t�roug�out Ca_lifornia in attendance at tht Holiday Inn in 
R1vers1de, Calif., Convention Headquarlers. Some of the 
delegates were housed at Howard Johnsons. 
The convention b_egan with the Pre-Convention Musical at 
the host church Second Baptist in Hiverside, Rev. Wm. 
Thomas, pastor. 'we heard beautiful music by the New Hope 
Missionary Baptist Church of San Bernardino and the Youth 
Choir of Second Baptist Church. During lhis pre-eonvention 
musical Gavels were presented to the state officers; Ricky 
Jackson, Michelle Harris, Patricia Holmes and Willie B. 
Smith, by the respective district otticers. 
Major A.B. Brown of Riverside presented President Smith a 
key to the city of Riverside. We have Mrs. Annie Lewis, 
Convention Program Chairperson for making this historical 
accomplishment possible. 
The convention officially opened Wed. June 24, Dr. Bruce 
Jackson, convention chairperson was 10 charge. The 
delegates heard greetings from Sr. Verlie Thomas; first lady 
of Second Baptist Church, and later Rev. Thomas preached a 
spirit filled sermon. 
Amos Temple 
C.M.E.
Rev. V.J. EDNER, PASTOR 
Amos Temple C.M.E. Church began their pastors 
appreciation honoring Dr. V .J. Edner. The appreciation 
began Sunday entitled "Lynwood Day". All the guest were 
from Lynwood with such speakers as Rev. Morris Dean, 
Rev. L.L. Gibson, Rev. John Hopkins, Rev. C. Lloyd, Dr. 
Charlie Mae Knight. 
The special appreciation will take place each Sunday 
afternoon at 3:30 p.m. in the month of August. The dates are 
August 2,16,19, and the 23rd. We cordially invite all to 
come out and join us upon celebrating our pastors 
appreciation. 
Charlie Mae Knigh t 
Edward Jenkins Gospel Soul X-pressions broad­
cast can be heard on Sundays 5-6 p.m. on radio station 
KMA Y 1570 AM and 7-8 p.m. on radio station KUCF 
88.1 FM. 
Last Friday night at the Temple Baptist Church in
Los Angeles, many of the major artist in Southern
Calif. participated in the appreciation service of John
& Vermya Phillips, the gospel sweethearts of twen­
ty-three years. James Cleveland, Casietta George, 
H{'nry Jacksonn Kenneth Glover, and many other 
guest appeared on program. 
This Saturday, Aug. 8, Richard's Grigley & King 
and myself will be in concert wi.th Charles Fold and 
the Charles Fold Singers and Albertina Walker and
the Chicago Community Choir. at the Community
Baptist Church in San Diego. 
We will return to the Inland Empire on Aug. 16, at 
4:00 p.m., to celebrate Eddie Wilson and the Mighty 
K ings of Harmony's first anniversary concert in San 
Bernardino, at Arrowview Junior High Schoolm 
Guest will be the Maddix Singers, Richardsn Grigley.
and King, the Friendly Sisters, and the New Lights
from San Diego, Ca. For more information on this 
gala affair call 889-4344. 
This coming Sunday on my five O'broadcast I will 
be playing my sermon recorded live two Sundays ago 
at the St. John Baptist Church in Riverside. We
believe that you will find the sermon dealing with the 
body of Christ meaningful. 
Each day _of the convention began w1lh 2 hours of 
instruction from our school of ushering. Wednesday night 
was School of Ushering program night where we saw some 
drill competition w;�h ushers from each deµartment, coming 
from various districts throughout Lhc slate. 
Sr. Ethel McGee, district, slalc and naLional School of 
Usherin� Queen was given plaque fur her outstanding 
accomplishments as School of Ushering �ucen. 
Thursday was the memorial program with Sr. Ethel 
McGee, State Memorial Chairperson in charge. We heard an
inspiring message from Rev. Campbell of Mt. Zion 
Missionary Baptist, co-host church. The title of Rev. 
Campbell's message was "It's Alright", 
Our health unit, led by Sr. Thelma Walker, conducted a 
series of demonstrations on emergency health care. 
The Annual Scholarship Luncheon was held at Ra�ada Inn. 
This delicious luncheon was well attended over 200 present. 
The food(buffet) was plentiful and delicious. Sr. Verdell 
Bonnell, district scholarship chairperson and her committee 
did an excellent job in making all of the n,ecessary 
arrangements for this luncheon. 
.... more next week 
Kansas Avenue 
7th Day Adventist Church 
By Zeta Wilson & Cassandra Black
Elder G.D. Penick, Pastor 
The M.V. Outreach Progr9:m held at Hunt Park was a big 
success. The program started out with song service then a 
Bible quiz which was led by M. V. leader Laurie Averette and 
Allen Chapel News 
Rev. Sidney Tate, Pastor S an Bernar dino 
A beautiful Communion Sunday Service was enjoyed by all 
who attended. The choir fed our souls with spirited singing 
"Changed My Name", Stranger In Town"- Duet by Janice & 
Verlene Charles "Nothing can Turn Me Around" And 
ending with "Going Up Yonder." Our Com�union 
Me�itation was given to us by Rev. Mrs. Gertrude Whitzel. 
Scripture taken from 2 Timothy 1:1-10. A very impressive 
alter call & prayer was given by pastor Tate, using preciou� 
Lord as �he �heme song. After Alter call & prayer Rev. 
Mrs. Wh1tzel s Meditation was centered around Paul on his 
way to persecute the Christians. There was a light that 
blinded his eyes. Hate your brother-you hate God. We must 
� aware of God's love. We must also be aware of the 
�if�erence between-� & the Devil. Clean, pure and Holy 
·It 1s God. �ate, evil, smful and unholy- it is Satan. We feel
sorry for friends who are unkind to us, we have strong faith
th_at makes us strong and we can pray for them. Hands were
laid on P�ul he was healed, and became a Christian himself.
He had his own personal experience with God. Each of us
leave our own personal experience with God. We must be
grounded and rooted in God's faith. We have to ha 
Rialto Image 
Makers 
f · 
. veor�veness m our hearts and not live in the past. You must 
. forgive, �d you must ask for forgiveness. Today is the day
for s�vation, not tommorrow, but today. Love one another 
that � what Co�munion is all about. Remember our sick 
and d1strPssed m your prayers. Everyone is welcome at 
Allen Chapel. 
Fine Photography 
116 N. Riverside Dr. 
Rialto, CA 92376 
�,� .. 874-1090 � 
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The danger of ignoring 
your dog's scratching 
Your dog's constant scratching can lead to 
serious skin problems. needless suffering and 
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=kill. Gel slu·om:Nt:, America's No. I dog skin medication. 
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Church News 
Riverside 
Pastor 
J. Ray Thornton
... 
GRACE BETHEL 
BAPTIST CHURCH 
REV. WM SELDON 
Pi\STOR 
CHURCH REPORTER: 
Sis. R utliie Seldon 
�e �ere blessed in our Sunday �chool Lo have an all time 
high m ?�r attendance. The Lord is still blessing us greatly 
both spmtually and financially. 
�e �e looking forward with great anuc1pation to a great 
tune m the Lord as we celebrate our pastor and wife's first
· BY THERESA B. JEWELL REPORTER
"' appreciation service on August 16th. Our guest churches for
th� 3:00_ service will be Park Avenue Baptist Church,
Fr1e�dsh1p Baptist Church, Greater Faith and Rubidoux 
Baptist Church all of Riverside.
After many beautiful renditions by the combined choirs 
and Mr. Guy Moore leading the Male Chorus in song titled 
"The Old Ship of Zion" and the Celestial choir singing the 
aermonic hymn titled '"I'he Lord ls My Light," everyone was 
in a receptive mood for the soul stirring sermon which was 
delivered by Pastor Thornton with such dymanic 'force. 
Choosing his Text from Galatians 3:16, subject: "Are You 
In Tune?" He spoke of our young generation and how they 
sometimes fel that older people are out of tune but there is 
only one way to Christ and that is to do as the Lord would 
have us do. 
Pastor Thornton also spoke of Paul and the problems he 
faced in spreading the Gospel. He stated that man has 
always been faced with problems whenever he tried to start 
som�thing good. As Christians we should grow stronger in 
Christ and pray more because prayer changes things. 
Putor'a Pen: Bia Blood for my fault; His robe for my 
blame. Moody said: The Blood alone makes us safe. The 
word alone makes us sure. Jesus lived that He might die and 
died that we might live, 
Congratulations to our Pastoral Family who was honored 
today with gifts of appreciation. 
The Allen Chapel Family extends a warm welcome to Mrs. 
Evelyn McMullins of Charllotte, North Carolina, the sister of 
Mrs. Gertrude Spears and Mrs. Hurts of San Franicsco, CA. 
, the cousin of Mrs. Bernice Smith, who worshipped with us 
today. 
Ou� Adult ?hoir rendered beautiful selections during our 
:11ornmg service but their rendition of Over My Head was 
Joyous and touching. Our pastor Rev. Seldon spoke to us 
from �t. John 10:9-15, 23-29. He used the 28th verse as his 
text which reads, "And I give unto them eternal life: And 
they shall never perish neither shall any man pluck them out 
of my hand." For a subject, '"I'he Good Shepherd will never 
let me be Lost" was chosen. The Lord blessed Rev. Seldon as 
he spoke to our hearts concerning the love that Christ has 
for mankind. So much so that once we are saved, no one will 
be able to destr?y our souls even though we may walk 
contrary to the will of God, we will return to the voice of God 
who speaks within us. The voice lets us know that we should 
be about our Father's business because He is the Good 
Shepherd. 
�e thank God for the presence of Rev. and Sis. Ed Sewell, 
their daughter and son, Frederick Lamp and Walter 
Meader. We have been greatly blessed by Rev. and Sis. 
Nathan Smith as our assistant pastor. For they have added 
much to our _church and we are constantly praying that we 
are found domg what is pleasing in the Lord's sight. 
The youth department will sponsor a Car Wash on August 
15th at the Exxon Station located at the corners of La Sierra 
and Magnolia Avenues. 
Congratulations to Sis. Patricia Hooks on lhe birth of her 
daughter.
We offer prayers for the sick and shut-ins also those who 
are bereaved. 
God will remove all grief and sorrow. college with 17 departments of inslrucuon. Students
The Allen Chapel Family welcomes your visits. represent more than 40 states and more Lhan 20 countries.
_____________________ In addition to the inclusion of religious instruction and
Bro. William Smith. Afterwards, the group was asked to 
divide up into groups of two or three. They went out to the 
other people in the park and passed out literature and 
witnessed what the Lord had done for them. Some of the 
people went accross to the Alta Vista Convelescent Hospital 
and gave an inspiring program for the people there. 
Aft�r w�ich, the group reassel'tlbled and many people gave 
test�om�s of the experiences they had when they went out. 
It was mdeed a wonderful experience for those who 
attende_d .. If you we�e not th�re you truly missed a blessing.Rece1vmg a special offering for a predominately black 
colll!ge in Alabama may seem unusual for a congregatio in 
Kansas Avenue SDA Church, but that is what will be done 
Saturday, August 8, at the Black Convocation held in the La 
Sierra Pavillion. 
The offering will benefit Oakwood College, an Adventist­
operated, 1,300-student liberal arts institution in Huntsville, 
Alabama. 
Oakwood began with 16 students as Oakwood Industrial 
School in 1896. Since then it has grown into a full accredited 
activities in the school program, Oakwood is unusual in that 
85 p�rcent �f its students are employed in 53 departments 
and mdustr1es connected with the college. These include a 
bakery, laundry, a 500-acre farm, diary, print shop, and a 
25,000-watt educational FM radio station. 
The role of predominately black colleges has been 
questioned in recent years. Dr. Calvin B. Rock, president of 
Oak�ood, acknowledges this but explams, ··Btack colleges 
provide, a�oung ot�er things, special tutorial programming 
and cousehng, an increased visibility of successful role 
models, a ��ater ?pportunity for leadership development, a
more realistic social outlook, and important vehicle for the 
preservation of black traditions and hemage:· 
"Oakwood College is open to people of all races ·· Rock 
emphasizes, "While it has not, historically, carr1ed
0 
a large 
number of white students, it has always had a healthy mix of 
ethnic representation in its faculty and administrative staff." 
Oakwood is one of ten colleges and two universities 
operated· by Adventists in the United States and Canada. 
The church operates 4,600 schools worldwide, from 
elementary through university. 
12% of our population is Black. 
Only 2 % of 04r doctors are. 
That's why Meharry Medical College needs your help. 
Since 1876, Meharry has educated more black doctors than 
any other college in the world. 
! 
Today, 43% of all practicing black physicians and dentists -
plus thousands of other health professionals - are Meharry 
graduates. 
Meharry doctors help those who need it most: 3 out of 4
practice in central cities and rural areas where health care is hard 
to find. 
Three out of 5 become "family doctors" - the kind these 
neighborhoods need most. 
Half of all Meharry students are themselves from low-income 
families, and 90% need financial aid. 
To continue all it is doing for the health and life of the bl,Kk 
American community, Meharry must have contributions - for 
scholarships, faculty, research. 
Because of Meharry·s service to the nation, many are already 
giving. Much more is needed. Every dollar counts. We need your 
support, too. 
' 
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Come To Church This Week 
St. Paul 
Church 
News 
By 
:Cheryl··· Brown f� · 
and . i 
_L!onya Williams, 
[ 
REV. WM JACKS 
PASTOR. 
lames Mobley, former member of the inspirational Choir. 
tvas a special guest soloist last Sunday as the choir sang our '-arts happy. During the communion service about IO
� were sung. 
_fev. Thomas J. Griffm of Jarvis College and father of 
�tty Taylor, choir director, was the guest speaker. The 
title of his message was "Life is a Landscaping Job." 
He noted he was watching some landscapers one day and 
related it to the Christian experience. First we must "take 
this site and see what can be done with it. He stated three 
things that go into landscaping. (1) We must accept our sites, 
(2) Clean it off and up, improve our sites and (3) Plant the
seeds and water them. But remember only God can make it
grow.
St. Paul welcomed home James Mobley, former-member 
and President of the Inspirational Choir, who now resides in 
Washington D.C. also a welcome back to · the morning 
speaker, Rev. Thomas J. Griffin, a professor of Religion and 
campus minister at Jarvis College and father of Director of 
the Inspirational Choir, Betty Taylor. Visiting also were 
Mrs. Fannie Brown, mother of Mrs. Mickens, of Sumter, So. 
Carolina, Emmy Cook, Marion Daniels, Diana Goss, Ruth 
McKinney and Earlene Robinson, of the local area, Erika 
Kercheval, of San Diego visiting the Curry family. Rachel 
Cook, of Montclair. New Jersey, visiting Ann Westly. 
Raymond Giler and Laura Johnson, both of Pomona. 
Welcome home from Hawaii the Washington family, and 
members of the Ebony Travel Ulub who went to the Grand 
Canyon. 
Rev. Jacks continues to improve nicely. Continue to pray for 
him and others who are sick, shu�-ll). and recuperating. 
Antioch 
Baptist 
Church 
/ · Rev. Jay Edwards,
By Sis A. Lewis, 
Reporter 
The service on last Sunday at Antioch was filled with the 
Holy Spirit. The message was taken from St. Luke 24:46 and 
49. His subject was "Full Of the Holy Spirit." In the message
on last Sunday, Rev. Edwards was truly an example of his
teaching. He stated that when Jesus rose from the dead, he
said to his disciples "Receive ye the Holy Ghost" People who
are saved, are tought the word, and if you are happy in Jesus
need to Tarry for the Holy Ghost. Jesus said in Luke 11:15,
Your heavenly Father will give the Holy Spirit to them that
ask. St. Luke also states that "We should neither drink wine
or strong drinks, or we will not be filled with the Holy Ghost:
How do we become filled with the Holy Ghost? First we
should be obedience to God. Second we should ask for it.
Third by reading the scriptures prayfully.
The music was furnished by the Senior Choir of the 
Church, under the directions of Sis. Taylor, Sis. Wilson and 
Sis. Hueston. A prayer for healing was offered by Rev. 
Edwards, Rev. Poley and Rev. Gary during the altar call for 
the sick and those in need of the blessings of Jesus. We were 
blessed with a successful Vacation Bible School. Our theme 
for the five day session was: Jesus Your Word Lives In Me. 
The lessons were based on the Beatitudes of Jesus. The 
Beatitudes of Jesus are truly beautiful attitudes, and by 
studying them the students were able to learn the basic 
person�t;y traits of a Christlike person, at all levels of 
spiritual development. Our major objective was to introduce 
Jesus as our Lord and Savior to the unbelievers. The Lord 
blessed our efforts with ten candidates for Baptism. Eight 
were baptised before the 11:00 service. We again invite yo� 
to come to our CHurch and worship with us. 
Antioch Baptist Church has. been chosen as the Host 
Church of a "City Wide Revival for the Riverside Area. All 
Churches are invited to come and participate in this Revival. 
It is non-denominational. We invite you to come and aceept 
Christ, and go to the Church of your choice. 
Second· 
Bapt ist 
Church·. 
/i r► 1 · I 4trl 1 ►-1 I �», ( -rji\;£� '. ��·-. . ' 
; ./ Don't Delay Subscribe 
Dr. Wm. Thomas' 
BY OLLIE ANDREWS 
Western Baptist State Convention met at the Hyatt Hotel 
in Los Angeles, August 4th thru 6th. 
The Annual Church picnic will be Saturday, August 22nd 
at Irvine Park. Plan now to attend and share this time of fua 
and fellowship. 
The Ushers Annual Day will be Sunday, August 23rd at 
3:80 p.m. followed by the Annual Youth Revival, August 
24-28 at 7:00 p.m. nightly. Theme: "Let No.Man Despise Thy
Youth," Rev. Gary Stewart the youth minister of New Hope
Baptist Church, will deliver the message each night of the
Revival. So plan now to attend this soul saving revival.
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You can do two things to 
SAVE THE WEST 
END'S ECONOMY 
On June 12th, General Electric announced it is 
considering closing i,ts Iron Plant, which for 77 
years has been a cornerstone in the West End's 
economy. A final decision to close could come at 
any time. The shut-down of the plant is a public 
Issue which effects us all. Act today to save the 
plant by doing two things. 
#1 CLIP THIS LETTER, sign your name toit, and mail it to General Electric's 
Board Chairman, Mr. John F. Welch. 
. ., r-------------�----------------�---------,
I Mr. John F. Welch I 
I Chairman of the Board and Chief Executive Officer 
· 1I General Electrlc Company 
1
� 3135 Eastern Turnpike , 1Fairfield, Connecticut 06431 
t
Dear Mr. Welch: 
As citizens of Ontario, Ca!lfomla, and lta neighboring cities, we urge you to take all possible 
meaaurea to aaaure continued operation of the General Electric Iron Plant in our communi­
ty. 
The iron was Invented In Ontario In 1902. Manufacturing began in 1904, and since then our 
citizens have made over 150 million Irons here and today produce half of all Irons sold, always 
at a profit to the company. Our city takes great pride In being "the iron capital of the 
world." 
I 
Ever since General Electric bought the plant In 1933, you havt! proved yourself to be not Just a 
busineas, but a positive force, within our community. You have been a leader in the employ­
ment of women, minority persons, and Viet Nam veterans. Your responsible attitude towards 
our community haa been amply demonstrated. In turn, the community hes provided you with a 
stable work force, the majority of whom have long-term service with you. Ours hes been a 
good marriage. · 
Last June 12th. you told us that you are seriously considering terminating our relationship, 
shutting down the plant, and running overteas In the interest, mainly, of finding cheap labor. 
Such a move might further Increase the profits of the companv. But the economic, psychologi­
cal, and social coats to our community through the 1088 of 1,000 Jobs, the 1088 01 a $13 million 
annuaL payroll, and the ultlmlte, overall 1088 of S91 mllllon In annual, local business activity 
would be devastating. 
The Reagan Administration h• clhallenged corporate leadership to play a key role In re­
sponding to human and community needs. The Administration has alao encouraged cor­
porate leadel'lhlp to lhow faith In the American economy. We strongly urge you to heed both 
appeals. Furthermore, we urge you to uphold the economic atablllty of your employee families 
and our entire community. We dO not understand how a pull-out can serve the beat interests 
bf Gerieral Electric or the community. 
We believe and hope you believe that a negotiated solution, profitable to all concerned. can be 
found . 
Dalfld Anderson 
Pastor. Westminster Presbyterian Church 
Charles E. Bennison 
Rector,• St. Mark's Episcopal Church 
Chairman, Citizen's Coalltlon on Plant 
C)osu� In tne West End
Homer Briggs 
Councilman, Ontario City Council 
Richard Bunce 
Pastor, First Presbyterian Church 
Treasurer, Citizen's Coalltton on 
Plant Cloaure In the west End 
Al Carter 
Pastor, Mlsaionary Baptist Church 
Paul Gaston 
Pastor, Bethel Congreoatlonal Church 
Cari Hoppman 
Pastor, First Lutheran Church 
Dale Kraai 
Associate Pastor, First Presbyterian 
Church 
Mary McDaniel 
President, United Electrical Workers 
Local 10 
Cal MCEiwain 
Supervisor, District 2, San Bernardino 
County Board of Supervisors 
Lucky Phelps 
Executive Director. Pomona Valley 
Council of Ch�rches 
Dick Pr11to 
Chief Steward, United Electrical Workers 
Local 10 
Bob Salazer 
Olatrlct Manager, Southern California 
Gas Company 
John Scheealer 
Attorney r,::· .·
Q 
Gus Skropos 
Ontario Businessman 
Ralph Stllllngs 
Executive Director, West End United 
Way 
Richard Verrue 
District Manager. Southern Callfornla 
Edison Company 
Don Webber 
Pastor, St. George's Catholic Church 
George White . 
Captain, Ontario Corps, Salvation Army 
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# 2 
CLIP THE FOLL�WING FORM, fill it in 
. and mail it to. the Citizen's Coalition on 
Plant Closure In the West End, �ox 366, 
Upland, Califo·rnia, 91786. (946-5751) 
-----------�---------�---------�--------� 
r out ot concern over the possible sh�-down of the General etectric Iron Plant lI/We . I • 
r 
D have malled the letter to Mr. Welch I □ would llke to Join the Citizen's Coalition on Plant Closure and be kept Informed of I 
futur�; Impending shut-downs I □ contribute herewith $5.00 for t ,ork of the coalition l have taken other action (pleaf ,eclfy)
1 
I Name ..... .................. · ................................................................................................... : .. ·· I 
;���-:.�.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: I 
L----------------------------------------� 
Pf)id for by the Citizen's CoailtioO on Plant Closure, Charles E. Bennison Chairman. 
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Dear Editor. 
Klan activity is picking up 
at a frightening pace. 
In the seaport town of 
Seabrook, Texas, the Ku 
Klux Klan has terrorized 
Vietnamese shrimp fisher­
men. Unknown arsonists 
have burned three Vietnam­
ese boats after the KKK 
held a mass rally demanding 
the fishermen leave in 90 
days. KLANW ATCH has 
filed a Federal suit in 
Houston for the Vietnamese 
seeking to stop the KKK. 
The child of a Mississippi 
klansman tear-gassed black 
students in Jackson, but was 
not prosecuted. His jubilant 
father proclaimed that "now 
maybe we will be able to 
take back our country." 
iment. 
Would you pledge to give 
a monthly legal fee to the 
Center for it's KLAN­
WATCH project and court 
cases? 
Think of your monthly 
tax-<ieductible fee as your 
retaining Center lawyers 
and the KLANW ATCH staff 
to represent your personal 
beliefs in their fight against 
the Klan and racism. Many 
people retain lawyers to 
protect their financial inter­
ests. This allows these 
lawyers to move quickly 
when problems arise. 
You choose the amount of 
your monthly retainer pled­
ge: $10, $15, $25, or what­
ever you cah afford. Each 
month you will receive a 
reminder statement, along 
with a brief report on how 
your money is being used. 
You may cancel your 
pledge anytime you choose. 
If you and enough other 
KLANW ATCH friends will 
In Los Angeles, where 
Klan and neo-Nazi leaders 
have been jointly training in 
the use of explosives, two 
members of the joint group 
were arrested in January on 
suspicion of arson in the 
burning of a local synago-
join our experimental mon­gue. 
Each of these incidents thly retainer pledge idea, we
could benefit from lawsuits can be assured of having 
from lawsuits to enjoin consistent funding to adequ­
further misconduct. ately finance the challenge
On February 16 we filed a we face. 
federal suit against a Klans- This challenge also includ­
man for attacking a Chattan- es the normal legal work of 
ooga couple. It took sixteen the Center· 
stitches to close a head The financial burden of 
wound inflicted on our client funding the 15LANWATCH 
in this brazen night-riding project comt}s at a time 
attack. when the Center is engaged 
The Klan is a secret in all-0ut attack on the death 
organization. They give no penalty in the South. Our 
advance warnings of their lawyers repre,sent 14 pers­
violent activity. We must be ons facing capital crimes, 
ready to move out on a some of whom are innocent. 
moment's notice with invest• ' We have assembled a staff 
igators, photographers, and of qualified and dedicated 
lawyers to document evid- people. 
ence and prepare suits. . Our attorneys come from
At the same time, our fine law schools such as 
staff is gathering facts for Harvard, Alabama, and Ohio 
the monthly KLANW ATCH State. Our researchers and 
Intelligence Report, and pre- editors have equally good 
paring our first 3(),minute educational backgrounds, 
documentary film for high plus practical experience as 
school students. writers and investigative 
To help KLANWATCH reporters. 
cope with this crisis, I would For once' 
a team has been
like to ask you to participate assembled that will not Q.ack 
in a novel experiment. down from the Klan, a team 
Would you pledge to give that is committed to expos­
a monthly legal fee to the ing racism. 
Center for it's KLANW- Please give our new mon­
ATCH cope with this crisis, I thly retainer idea a try. You 
would like to ask you to will be proud of what we can 
participate in a novel exper- accomplish together. 
Sincerely, 
Julian Bond 
President Emeritus 
by Bayard Rustin 
I 
1624 W. Baseline 
{714) 884-2491 
�S ocial 
Insecur ity 
Insensitivity and lack of compassion increasingly 
are becoming the hallmarks of Reagan Ad­
ministration's domestic program. As the con­
sequences of the Administration's budget are 
becoming apparent, more and more Americans are 
turning against Ronald Reagan's policies. 
No policy, however, has met with stiffer opposition 
than the President's proposals to change the Social 
Security system. These proposals, which are without 
precedent, center on a number of sharp reductions. If
the Reagan plan were enacted, the maximum benefit 
for a 62-year old retiree would fall below the official 
poverty level. There would be a one-third overall 
:· . . . . . .  ' . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' ... -..... -....................... .
THE BLACK VOICE NEWSPAPER 
Established February, 1973 
... Adjudicated a legal newspaper of general 
circula1ion on July 8, 1974, case number 108890 by 
the Superior. Court of Riverside County. 
. BLACK VOICE is · a weekly newspaper, 
published every Thursday by Hardy Brown and 
Associa1es, 4465 Mt. Vernon Avenue. P.O Box 1581 
R ,verside, California 92507. Telephone ( 714 I 824-
8884. 
The Black Voice sells lor 15 cents per copy. 
Subscription ,s 512.00 per year. Out of Slate sub­
scnpltons S15.00. 
The BLACK VOICE'S ob1ective ,s lo serve the 
ent,re communi1y 
News releases ;ippcaring ,n the BLACK VOICE 
do not necessarily express the policy nor the op,nion 
of the publishers. 
. The BLACK VOICE reserves the right to edit or 
rewrite all news releases. 
HARDY L. BROWN, Publisher 
CHERYL BROWN, Editor-Owner 
ARDESS LILLY, Managing Editor· 
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TO BE 
EQUAL 
by 
Vernon E. Jordan. Jr. 
The Administration's proposals lor welfare reform 
.1mount to punishing the poor. 
A "reforming" that would cut benefits, force poor people 
off the rolls, make people choose between holding on to 
low-paying jobs or becoming totally dependent on welfare, 
and force others to do make-work jobs for their welfare 
benefits is no reform at all. 
Federal welfare aid is concentrated in the Aid to Families 
with Dependent Children program. It is therefore the most 
important children's program of the federal government. 
That's often overlooked. 
Under the Administration's plan, the lives of those 
�hildren would be bleaker than they are at present, and that 
FRANl<LY 
FEMALE 
With .. 
Betty Myles 
The Frankly Female Shows airs on KHJ-T, 
Channel 9, Los Angeles every week. 6:00 a.m. 
Wednesday and 6:30 a.m. Thursday morning. 
Punishing The Poor 
is bleak enough. It has swallowed whole all tlie myths about 
welfare that have become so popular over the years. 
One of those myths is that welfare recipients don't want to 
work. In fact, most who are able to work do work. They earn 
low wages and need welfare to supplement their incomes. 
By targeting cuts in social programs at the working poor, 
the Administration would reate disincentives to work. 
A study of the proposal by the University of Chicago's 
Center for the Study of Welfare Policy found that those cuts 
would mean that families who work and get welfare aid 
would be little better off than those who don't work at all. 
At the same time, the Administration wants to introduce 
something called Workfare, in which recipients would be 
required to work enough hours in non-paid public service 
jobs to "earn" their grants. 
This return to a modern version of the old workhouses has 
been tried in several states, and it is a complete flop. The 
workfare program tried in California when President 
Reagan was governor put about 9,600 people to work, a 
small fraction ·of the state's two million welfare recipients. 
The plan was dropped after it became obvious that it was 
an administrative nightmare, too costly to run, did not 
discourage people from applying for welfare, and impeded 
the efforts of participants to find real jobs. 
Workfare is just a thinly disguised method of punishing 
poor people. Its proponents talk about Work.fare as a device 
to help instill better work habits in people and to make them 
feel they are earning their welfare checks. : 
That might be a justifiable defense of a program that' put 
people in real public service jobs, such as the G.l!:T A program 
slated for elimination, or in a real-world training program.
But Workfare? 
Poor people know the score. They can tell a real job from 
a fake one. And they can tell a real opportunity from a forc·ed 
work situation whose true aim is Lo make taxpayers feel the 
poor arent't getting something for nothing. 
By definition, AFDC families are made up of children ana
° 
female family heads. The help those families need is not 
forced make-work programs or ruthless cuts in their food 
stamps, housing aid and welfare checks. 
If the Administration was serious about changing the 
present unworkable system. and providing incentives to 
work it would introduce true reforms. 
Real jobs and skills training, day care centers, and a 
retention of benefits for the working poor would be part of 
such reforms. 
A refundable income tax that eliminates the administra­
tive and police work in welfare and provides each family 
with the minimum it needs for a decent standard of living 
should be the key to a new federal income maintencance 
program replacing welfare. 
-·
Life Is a bank 
"Life is a bank, you get out of it what you put in," goes a 
family saying that sums up the Myles attitude about the 
human experience. Lately, I have been observing three 
older women to see if this homily holds true, and, 
surprisingly, it does. 
The first woman to be placed under my social microscope 
is a seventy-two year old former domestic worker. She is a 
viJ-tual shut-in now, and a few minutes conversing with her 
tells me why she has become such a reclusive person: 
"Honey, feed people with a long-handle spoon, ·cause you 
just can't trust nobody." She doesn't, and thus she sits alone. 
My second subject is a physically active, well-groomed 
senior citizen, and an avid church goer. Unfortunately, her 
many praises to the Lord cannot hide an extremely 
self�entered and selfish person who, unlike Lady Number 
One, has learned how to project a public cordiality. She, too, 
siti; alone. 
l'ortunately, my people watching has led me to my 
nei {hbor-- a bright and bubbly near eighty-year old ana 
former school teacher whose sunny face mirrors a life of joy., 
dedication and love. This lady surrounds herself with love -­
wit, friends and relatives, young and old who keep a steady 
flow of traffic to her tidy apartment. Lady Number Thr� 
has "banked" on sharing and caring about people, and her 
dividends are paying off. ' 
LADIES ... UNTIL NEXT WEEK... "HA VE A 
FRANKLY FEMALE DAY." 
inherit the earth. Inside us there are two v10ices, one of Peace is a positive force. 
duty, and another of inclination, they are both demanding to To have peace in the world, anct our souls, hate, fear and 
be heard. As we struggle to decide, we squander our power suscipion must be rooted out. Joy, Love, Patience, and 
and become weak and exhausted when we decide to do the Understanding must be planted. and culuvated. 8. Blessed 
will of God, day by day, as well as we can, the conflict is are they which are persecutt:a tor righteousness sake: For 
resolved. 4. Blessed arc they which do hunger and thrist theirs is the Kingdom of Ilea\ en. ·1 o po,,,,ess the Kingdom of 
after righteousness; for they :,ahll be 111led. "Thirst" is a God, the cause of God ntu�t b\.'come the most important 
strong word, and '"Hunger" is a driving word. When the purpose in your life. 
human soul 'Thirst" and "Hunger·· tor God, Jesus says he We concluded 1981 \ .b.:,. at �larch AFB with this 
.. will be filled with God. l'.ot' onl.>- will we find God for thought; The turning point of a per:,on·,, hie, is that moment 
Vacation Bible School at March A}'B Very Successful: Many ourselves, we will bring God's Kingdom on Earth. 5. Blessed in life when they begin to unaerstand that if their dreams 
youth from the installation and Moreno Valley attended. are the Merciful: For they shall obtain mercy; Mercy • are to come true, they must stop dreaming and begin to act. 
They had alot to contribute and enJoyed theirselves as we requires that we sow the seeds of '"Good Will" in our enemy's We all can be peacemakers. 
studied and discussed the "Keys to the Kingdom." field, even if it means forgetting ourselves sometimes. It is Students in the Teenage group were as follows: Each 
_There �ere refres�ments, crafts and game time, along not easy, however it is our key to our Lord's Kingdom. 6. att�nded five day�; Lisa �lorn�ng,. Cheryl W?ite, Wendy 
with Scripture readmg. I hact the teenagers and we Blessed are the pure in Heart: For they shall see God. How Smiley, Jeff Perkins, Crlllg Watkins, V1ctor1a Drewery, 
discussed th� "Beatitudes" as follows; 1. Blessed are the we see God depends on the feelings in our heart. To some he Shirquita Frye, Cornell Lowery, Greg Maze, Bobby Brandin 
poor in spirit for theirs is the Klngdom of Heaven: is a mystery, to others punishment, however, to the pure in and Karen Larkin. Four days, Mike Perkins and two days, 
Possessing God's power enablves us to face life with heart, he is a friend and a certainty for eternal life. 7. Boogie Bronsen. 
enthusiasm; it gives us inter peace because we are not afraid Blessed are the Peacemakers; for they shall be called the Many more younger youth attended, however the name11 
of tomorrow. 2. Blessed are they that mourn, for they shall children of God. Peace is what we all should work for, Peace could not be obtain in time for this article. 
be comforted. When we become concern over our moral and will help the world solve racial and economy problems. JESUS, YOUR WORD LIVES IN ME! 
spiritual shortcomings we will not be satisfied until we are . , . 
working for God. 8. Blessed are the meek: For they shall 
---------------- u CR' s Barn TO Feature
reduction in the disability program which protects 
those who are too ill to work. Cuts in future benefits
would total approximately IO percent. 
according to Rep. Jim Wright of Texas, ''are in their SU n d 8 Y N i g ht "ff O O t S"
The total reductions add up to an astonishing $82 
billion even though the Social Security fund an­
ticipates temporary shortages of only a IO billion in 
the next five years. Moreover, these shortages can be 
met with a loan of reserve funds from other com-
ponents in the Social Security systen:i. 
Senator Daniel Patrick Moynihan, who has 
emerged as a leader in the fight to preserve the Social 
Security system has referred to the Administration's 
proposed cuts as a "a campaign of political 
terrorism. 11 
Yet despite widespread criticism and a rebuke 
from the Senate, which has voiced its unanimous 
opposition to the Reagan proposals, the Ad­
ministration has insisted on carrying forward its 
attack on Social Security. The President has an­
nounced that he seeks to eliminate what is referred to 
as the minimum benefit. The minimum benefit is the 
amount (currently $122 per month) which is paid to 
anyone who has worked for 40 quarters in employment 
covered by social security. This means that this 
minimum is extended to any worker who has paid into 
the social security system for at least for at least ten 
years. The President proposes paying only the 
amount individuals have paid into the fu_nd, which 
on surface might appear to be a fair solution. 
The President proposes paying only the amount in­
dividuals have paid into the fund, which on surface 
might appear to be be a fair solution. 
Yet the President's proposal callously disregards 
the impact of such a cutback on flesh and blood human 
beings. The elimination of the minimum pension 
would hurt those who are amoung the poorest and 
oldest people in our society. It would take away 
benefits from the most defenseless sector of our 
society. Most of the recipients of the minimum benefit 
seventies and most of them are women." 
D e_!llocrats have taken the lead, both in the House 
and in the Senate, in criticizing the President and 
opposing the effort to drastically cut Social Security 
benefits and coverage. But democrats are not the only 
ones who have expressed concern about the Ad­
ministration's approach to Social Security. Rep. 
Robert Michel, the House Republican leader, has 
admitted that the Administration has been "in­
sensitive" in its handling of the issue. And many 
Republican political analysts are admitting that the 
strong showings of Democrats in two recent sp�cial 
elections to fill vacancies in the House of Represen­
tatives are in large measure attributable to public 
dissatisfaction over the Reagan approach to Social 
Security. 
Moreover, public discontent over the Reagan 
approach to government has finally begun to be 
reflected in public opinion polls. The latest Harris 
survey indicated that by 61 to 33 percent, a majority of 
Amercians believes that the President's economic 
policies "will be· unfair and cause hardship on the 
elderly and those pensions." By 57 to 34 percent, 
Americans also believe that the President's policies 
will "be unfair to the poor." 
When historians look upon the Reagan Presidency 
they may well ascribe May 12th,1981 as the beginning 
of its downfall. It is on this day that the Reagan Ad­
ministration unveiled its plan to gut the Social 
Security system, thus violating one of Ronald 
Reagan's own campaign-promises. It is on May 12 th 
that the'American people, young and old, black and 
white, at last begun to sense that rigid conservative 
doctrine, when applied to flesh and blood human 
beings, can mean great suffering and anguish to our 
country's elderly and poor. 
Historians may well conclude that, ironically, it 
was Ronald Reagan's insensitivity to his fellow senior 
citizens which signalled the beginning of the end of 
what was to have been the Reagan Era! 
11 
Black Voice News Now In. News 
Stands All Over Riversid e 
RIVERSIDE - Just as a 
nation can reflect its herit­
age in art and literature, so 
music can be an historical 
chronicle of the cultural 
past. At least that's one 
reason why the. Barn at the 
University of California, Ri­
verside will devote Sunday 
nights next year to folk 
music. 
The other reason, accord­
ing to coordinator Dot Har­
ris of the UCR Folksinging 
Club, is just to offer every-
one a rollicking good time. 
"The Barn Folk Club will 
provide a warm and friendly 
atmosphere where people 
who enjoy acoustic music 
can come together," says 
Harris. "It will be like the 
50's and 60's when there was 
more involvement among 
the listeners and musicians 
as contrasted to the perfor­
mer-audience thing. 
"We want to create a 
community feeling of people 
singing and playing toget­
her," she adds. 
The inside of a fresh banana peel is a 1100d polish for leather
shoes. if wiped off with a woolen cloth. 
Gene Cummings 
on Newton's 
Everybody knows Newton's Law of "what goes up, must 
come down." 
Unfortunately, nobody seems to know how to apply it to 
today's inflated economy. Except 
Gene Cummings 
He is your local Farmers Insurance Agent. And. while the 
cost of evcrylhing i� going up. hP knows how to get insur­
ance costs down. 
Whether it's with deductible, or disrnunts. h(' cJn prob­
Jbly save you money on your insurance. On your pror.)('rty, 
your home, your c.ir and on your life. 
Why not give him a c.ill? 
2259 University Ave. 
Riwerside, CA 92507 
1714) 684-1113 
Farmers Insurance Gr()up 
J, 
f 
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�MAVOR AB'S NOTES orginally told by 1.ne greatAmerican writer MARK 
TWAIN who was recognized 
for his biting wit. 
"Returning from a recent 
trip to Europe, MARK
TWAIN became annoyed as 
a customs official rummaged 
through his baggage. 'My 
good friend,' the author 
exclaimed, 'You don't have 
to mix up all my things. 
There are nothing but clot­
hes in there--only clothes.' 
"But the suspicious fellow 
kept rooting about until he 
hit upon something hard. 
He pulled out a bottle of the 
finest quality wine. 
'ABC's Summer calls to HELPiine 
Items of General Interest 
to the Citizens of Riverside 
of 
Aff irmativ·e 
Action! · _,. 
Calls to 686-HELP rahge 
from desperate to comic to 
I gratifying during the summ­er at the Riverside Volunt­eer Center. 
afraid he might die. After 
giving them the number of a 
few veterinary clinics, the 
counselor told them to be 
kind to their dog the next 
morning because he would 
probably have a terrific 
Mayor Ab Brown 
At what event can you 
find some Riversiders spo• 
rting top hats and tails, and 
others in t-shirts and cut­
off? At the annual Mayor's 
Ball for the Arts, of course. 
Schuduled for September 
12 from 6:30 to midnight on 
the City Hall Patio, the Ball 
is a major fundraising event 
for the Riverside Arts Foun­
dation. It also happens to be 
a lot of fun. 
- The Ball is limited to 100
tables of ten people each.
A check for $100 reserves
your table. That works out
to $10 per person. Where
else can you have so much
fun for so cheap?
The theme of the ball is 
"anything goes." (Withing 
reason.) Guests at each table 
either bring a picnic lunch or 
arrange a potluck. Some 
even have their dinner cate­
red. Last year, one of the 
i tables went first class with a 
atered meal, formal dinner 
othes and an elaborate 
andleabra centerpiece. My 
hie went casual, wearing 
ropical-look clothing. But, 
what we lacked in glamour 
we sure made up for in fun 
and good food. 
Tables, tablecloths' and 
chairs, as well as coffee will 
be provided. Bring a coffee 
server for your table. You 
can also bring your own 
wine, liquor, mixes and ice. 
Live music for dancing be­
gins at 8 p.m. 
Prizes for table decora­
tions will be awarded for the 
following categories: Artis­
tic, International, Humor­
ous, Americana, and Busi­
ness/Industry. Security gua­
rds will arrive at 2 p.m. so
that tables can be decorated 
and left unattended in saf­
ety. 
Reservations will be ac­
cepted in the order that 
checks are received. Call the 
Riverside Arts Foundation 
at 787-7958 for table assign­
ment and information. U you 
can't attend, but wish to 
help support the Founda­
tion, this would be the 
perfect time to make a · 
contribution. 
: Business Card Ads 
M.:.c.���E 
CQOC•• H::• 
� 
1 � {' J' 
Jrana; ... 'J/1 ·½op 
CERA.MIC...VARE SPEC1A.,.T1ES 
CAr,.,C, ,._f� 
"\C. E ... � r-:: 
OPEN TUESDAY TM�lJ SATVROA� 10 A 1w1 - 6 P...., 
2211 UNIVllll■ITY AVJl. 
ftlVltR■IOIE, C::A 98807 
PHONE 78-4• 10,4 I 
111a, ss2-1339 
[lJ 
.:Shak.1 of !B,auty .:Sal.cm 
'.''Wl:n, .£1n4u fi'co/k .:Mut"
SHIRLEY BROUSSARD • OWNKII 
CAP\S YOU CAN 01!:Pl!:NO ON 
SALES & SERVICE 
0., .�I Bill's USED CARS J' 
"4...-; See 8111 for a Real Deal, •" .'c, 
WILLIAM D. DRAKE, OWNER 
!5326 MISSION BL.VO. 
RIVERSIDE, CA 92509 683-5250
COMMIERCIAL • INOU!ITRIAL • RIE!IIOIENTIAL 
INSURED & BONDED 
J. L. BRATTON & CO.
CONTRACT • CUSTODIAN 
BETTER WORKMAN8HIP' 
FOR A COMPETITIVIE PAIClt 
J. L. BRATTON 
W. G. BRATTON 
983-4062 
EVE, 984°0349 
216 E. NEVAOA 
ONTARIO, CALIF. 
� 
'
. 
-- •. - ·.�
/ __;;.__ -
Announcing the Services of 
L. BENJAMIN LIVINGSTON, PH.D. 
LICENSED PSYCHOL0Gl8T 
INCIVI0UAL, GROU
0
P AND FAMILY PSYCHOTHERAPY 
�Ll�HONIE 
(7141 882-40011 C" ' · 201 W. BIG SPRINGS ROAD 
BY Al'l'OINTMllNT RIVERSI0E, CALIF. 1121107 
If you have ever doubted 
the power of standing up 
and being conunted, then 
consider the efforts of a 
group of Riversiders. Fol­
lowing a city funded tree­
trimming in their neighbor­
hood, 23 residents of Gran­
ada Avenue wrote me a 
letter expressing concern 
over the nature of the 
tree-trimming. 
I brought the letter to the 
attention of the City Council, 
which immediately took ac­
tion. The Council instructed 
its Parks and Recreation 
Commission and staff to 
review Riverside's tree­
trimming policy. 
Input was also received 
from homeowners on others 
streets, including Barring­
ton Court, Elmwood Court 
and Virginia Place. These 
residents were also unhappy 
with current tree-trimming 
procedure. 
The end result is a revided 
tree-trimming policy. The 
Council also decided to up­
date its contract with Boyd's 
tree service, halting the 
trimming of broad leaf trees 
and trimming only palm 
trees. 
It just goes to show you, 
that your voice can be heard. 
A friend told me a terrific. 
joke the other day, that I'd 
like to share with you. It was 
"You call this just clothes?" 
Cited the official. 
"Sure Thing," TW A1N rep­
lied calmly, 'That's my night­
cap.' 
I don't know if TWAIN 
really told that joke, but its 
become one of my favorites. 
I MOTHffl 600Sf DOT Plllllf I 
❖ gJLLY-:- l 
'But (Tis Ttue. 
How could 13ou g_e l Ute 
waler out of 'il bottle tnad 
was WQ11 corJc...e d, "M(�out I 
pullirt9 L}te cork_ out? 
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MEN 
WOMEN • PRE&& & CURL CONOJTIONll!:RS 
BERTHA'S BEAUTY SALON 
and Boutique 
SPECIALIZING IN 
PERMANENT RELAXERS ANO ALL CURLY PERMS 
3835 PARK AVE. 
AT UNIVERSITY 
RIVERSIDE, CALIF, 92!507 
Bus. 714/682-1338 
RES. 714/686-7682 
686-1290 
(5 
Cbony Cic.1t !Bwu.ty cSaLon
6743 BROCKTON 
RIVERSIDE, CA. 9250n 
TUI!:$. - SAT. 9 TO 6 
Complete Line Make-up, Manicures & Fingerpainting 
•we• Care About Your Hair 
• ' 
By Hardy Brown 
President of 
B & W Associ,tes C1:>nsultants 
QUIZ CASE 
How Would You Decide? 
Can A Company Limit Its Hiring To 'Walk-Ins' 
And Referrals By Employees? 
The Problem: The representative of the state anti­
discrimination agency glanced at the employees 
seated at rows of desks: not a black face among 
them. He remarked about this to the Tindrell 
Company's chief. 
Roy Tindrell explained: "No blacks or other 
minority group members have ever applied for 
openings here. We get our job applicants mostly 
by referrals from our employees. Occasionally 
some walk in off the street." 
"Don't you run help-wanted ads?" 
"No. We've never had any need to." 
The Tindrell Company soon fou:ud itself fac­
ing the state anti-discrimination agency-charged 
with racial bias in hiring. The agency investigator 
said at a court hearing: 
Over 10% of the population here is black. 
Yet Tindrell does not employ a single black. 
Tindrell's hiring policies guarantee black ex­
clusion. Referrals by employees are bound to 
be white - because the entire staff is . 
Blacks are not likely to walk in and apply. 
They are aware of Tindrell's practices and 
naturally assume they are not wanted. 
The Tindrell Company defended: 
The absence of black employees doesn't mean 
we discriminate. We'd give blacks the same 
consideration we give white applicants. 
It's not our fault that employees tend to 
recommend people who are related to them 
or are close friends, who are invariably white. 
Minorities are no longer intimidated when 
they see a solidly white workforce. They're 
alert to their rights. 
Did The Company: WIN D LOSE O 
(See Decision - Next
week) 
Lowery Urges 
Coca Cola to Re-invest 
My meeting with Donald 
Keough, Coca Cola president 
was cordial and positive, not 
confrontational and threat­
ening as one might assume 
from reading newspaper ac­
counts. I urged Mr. Keough 
to resume talks about econo-
mic development in the 
black community, and to 
make good faith responses 
to proposals now before him. 
His response was encoura­
ging. I believe he sincerely 
wants to move forward and I 
sincerely urged him to do so. 
IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE 
Take us to the beach with you 
The Black Voice News 
Some calls are patients 
feeling abandoned because 
their therapists have gone 
on vacation. Others are 
college students who don't 
know what to do about 
getting a job, or mothers 
distraught from the press­
ures of children, heat and 
smog. 
The HELPiine, which ser-
ves Riverside County 24 
hours a day, is staffed by 
counselors who handle 
12,000 calls a year. To make 
referrals, they consult enor­
mous files compiled from the 
Volunt�i Center's River­
side County Community Ser­
vices Directory and other 
sources. Sometimes the 
counselor has to research 
the answer and will call 
back. Approximately half 
the calls are for information, 
the other half are crisis calls. 
However there is occasional 
comic relief. A couple came 
home late from a party to 
find their dof staggering 
drunk. He had gotten into 
the home brew and gulped 
so much that they were 
hangover. 
An irate woman complain­
ed that her son had been 
getting phone calls from 
girls who say they got his 
number from the hotline. 
The counselor had to explain 
that the "hotline", available 
by dialing three digits and 
shouting information into a 
noisy free-for-all, is not to be
confused with the HELPiine 
which is reached by dialing 
686-HELP.
Callers range from barely
to highly educated. One 
asked "How do you spell 
'Municipal Court'?" An 
English accent inquired 
"Where might I produre bus 
transportation for 29 British 
Boy Scouts from Idyllwild to 
Bishop?" 
Then there are always the 
day brighteners like the 
couple who called for some­
one to marry them at home, 
A small business firm want­
ed � know where they 
mig)it phone to hire a 
handicapped person. 
Good faith responses mic development in the 
would avoid the confronta• 'black community. This
tion certain if "economic makes the role of private 
withdrawal" becomes a real- industry more critical than 
ity. Failure to move forward 
and continue talks would 
place the matter of withdra­
wal on the agenda of black 
groups across, the nation, 
including SCLC at our nati­
onal convention in :--ew 
Orleans, August 11-14. 
Coca Cola has been a 
leader in relaing to the black 
community, particularly in 
Atlanta. Such a record 
makes it easier for Coke to 
continue to move forward. 
While the record of Coca 
Cola is better than other, it 
has been inadequate when 
compared to the investment 
of blacks in Coca Cola. It is 
estimated that blacks spent 
$480 million on Coca Cola 
alone in 1980. It is estimated 
ever. If we cannot receive 
proportionate re-investment 
from those companies that 
receive overwhelming sup­
port from blacks, then were 
oh where i�/there any hopt1 
for deliverance from econo 
mic chaos. 
I urged the immediatl 
good faith response of incre 
ased investment in blacl 
banks across the nation.; 
from less than $300,000 t1 
$20 million; increased busi 
ness with black advertisina 
firms from less than $500,
000 to $15-20 million (inclu• 
ding black publications), 
Venture capital is sorely 
needed in the black commu­
nity and "Coked" ... with 
more than $400 million (�fter 
that black business accounts taxes) in profits could be 
for 14 percent of "Coke's" helpful in that category. 
volume. SCLC Operation Bread-
The economic crisis in the basket ... our economic deve­
lopment arm ... is working 
and will escalate that em­
phasis ... with several compa• 
nies urging them to improve 
their re-investment in econo­
mic development in the 
black communitv • 
black community is severe 
and is worsening. The public 
sector, under the present 
administration, is retreating 
from strong leadership in 
affirmativE' action and econo-
..,.._ - In the Pu erto Rico of the 1700's, coff ee, 
newly-intro duced, was drunk with honey. DR. COREY AND FAMILY 
Dr H erm E. Core\. 'Jee ..;pa,,on. 
A \,�clear, 8,o:ogicc:i Chemical 
Research Sc�ritist · 
2021 Mission Ave. Suite 289 
Oceanside, CA 92054 
Phone (714) 757-2357 
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'·'JOIN THE FIGHT FOR fREEDOM" 
N, A, A, C. P. MEMBERSHIP CAMPAIGN 
JOIN 
TODAY 
ITS PURPOSES 
1. To ellmlnate racial dlacrimlnatlon and eegllglllon from
all aspecta of public life In America.
2. To secure a fre e ballot for �ry qualified American
citizen. 1 
3. To seek Ju1tlce1ln the courtt.
4. To aecure leglalatlon banning dlacrlmlllltlon and
eegregatlon.
5. To secure equal Job opportunltl ee baaed upon Individual 
merit without regard to race, rellglon, or IIIUoaal origin.
e. Ta end mob ·vlolence and police brutality.
President Riverside Chapter 
Ms. Eunice WilH1mson 
MAIL_ YOUR MEMBERSHIP TO NAACP, 
,P.O. BOX 55131, Riverside,CA 92517 
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Speaker 
of the 
Assembly 
WfLLfE BROWN JR. 
Coleman awarded 1981 
Springan Medal 
As I mentioned in the last 
column, Bertha Gaffney Gor­
man, a member of the 
Assembly staff whom I sent 
to Denver to attend the 72nd 
Annual NAACP Conference, 
has written a series of 
articles about the conferen­
ce. This is the second in that 
series. 
include W.E.B. DuBois·, Wal­
ter White, union leader A. 
Phillip Rudolph, the great 
athlete and singer Paul 
Robeson, Supreme Court 
Justice Thurgood Marshall, 
and the Reverend Martin 
Luther King, Jr. 
BLACK VOICE NEWS 
the name of fiscal efficiency 
, and urged the audience to 
1 remember during the next 
1 election that since "they 
lwere not there when we 
needed them, I do not think 
they should assume that we 
will be there when they need 
us." 
Coleman, whose city is 63 
percent Black, said the peop­
le of Detroit clearly underst­
ood their choices when they 
voted to increase their taxes 
last Tuesday. 
"If we (the city) had gone 
into bankruptcy, an outside 
receiver would have been 
appointed to come in and run 
our city anJ everything we 
have struggled to achieve 
for decades would have been 
lost." 
In addition, Coleman said, 
the city would have run out 
of money which would have 
caused payless paydays for 
city employees and massive 
cuts in police and fire and 
sanitation services. 
During a later meeting 
with the press, young critici­
zed the Reagan Administrat­
ion for offering "simplistic 
Sports 
-Two Greats inducted
into Hall Of Fame
Bob Gibson and Andrew 
"Rube" Foster were induct­
ed into the Baseball Hall of 
Fame this past Sunday in 
Cooperstown, New York. 
Gibson's speech was short 
and straight to the point, 
which was how he baffled 
hitters on his way to 251 
major league wins in 17 
seasons. 
Gibson was the second 
pitcher to pass 3,000 career 
strikeouts, threw a no-hitter 
and won seven straight W or! 
Series game, including a 
record 17-strikeout per­
formance against the Det­
roit Tigers in the first game 
of the 1968 series. Gibson 
other statistics matched his 
awesome power on the 
and painful" cures for the 
country's economic ills. 
Young said Reagan "actu­
ally believes in his simple 
solutions" to the point that 
his appearance "before the 
oldest civil rights organizat­
ion in the country added up 
to an insult in his implication 
that people who came look­
ing for full freedom were 
looking for a handout." 
And, Young predicted, 
"white people will suffer as 
much as Black people as a 
result of his (Reagan's) 
non-policies.:• 
mound. In 1968, he compiled 
an incredible 1.12 earn-run 
average while leading the 
Cardinals, to the National 
League pennant. He also 
won the first of two Cy 
Young awards that season 
and was the NL Most 
Valuable Player. 
Andrew Foster, known as 
"Rube" or "Mr. Baseball" 
was postumusly inducted. 
He was a baseball pitcher 
and founder of the Negro 
National League. In 1920 
he accomplished what men 
had been attempting for 
three decades before and 
established th� first Negro 
Professional league with 
teams from Kansas City, 
Indianapolis, Chicago, St.
Louis, Detroit and the 
Cuban stars. 
Administration Bill 
Submitted to Congress 
The Administration has sent its health 
professions education and nurse train­
ing legislation to Congress. 
The Administrati'on health profes­
sions bill has been introduced by Reps. 
Edward R. Madigan and James T. 
Broyhill in the House (H.R. 3723) and 
by Sen. Orrin Hatch in the Senate (S. 
1284). 
It authorizes $267.9 million in Fiscal 
1982. 
The Senate Labor and Human Re­
sources Committee has sent two other 
health professions. bills to the floor. 
They are S. 799, which reauthorizes the 
health professions and nurse training 
programs, and S. 801, which reauthor­
izes National Health Service Corps 
programs. 
Highlights 
The Administration bill repeals au­
thorities for capitation, start-up and 
THURSDAY, AUGUST 6, 1981 
• $19.6 million, assistance to
students from disadvantaged back­
ground to enter a health profession;
• $�.4 million, nursing special proj­
ects, with special consideration for
projects to train nurses in institutional 
bedside care; 
• $7 .8 million, advanced nurse
training and nurse practitioner pro-· 
grams; 
• $3 million, preventive medicine
departments and training; 
• $1 million, remote site training;
• $ I million, allied health disease
prevention and health promotion cur­
riculum development; 
• $1 million, veterinary medicine
curriculum development; 
• SI million, continuing education
special projects; and 
• $1 million, podiatry curriculum
development, trainirig, and placement. 
construction assistance, curriculum Other Provisions 
grants, interdisciplinary training, and The bill consolidates the National 
occupational health training. Advisory Councils on Health Profes-
For programs administered by HRA sions Education, Nurse Training, and 
it provides: National Health Service Corps, and· 
• $7 .4 million, financial distress repeals requirements for Council re-
grants; view of grant and contract applica-
• $6 million, public health -and tions.
health administration training; It extends the duration of stay for 
• $8 million, establishment of fam- alien graduates of foreign medical
ily medicine departments; schools participating in graduate 
• $ 15.8 million, area health educa- medical education programs tp the
tion centers; time "normally required" to complete 
• $S million, physician assistant such programs.
training; The measure extends several Health 
• $36 million, primary care training Services Administration programs
(general internal medicine, general formerly administered by HR A. 
Coleman A. Young, the 
Black Mayor of Detroit 
whose city recently approv­
ed a one percent income tax 
increase by a 64 percent 
margin, was presented the 
NAACP's 1981 Springarn 
Medal during a June 30 
ceremony at the NAACP's 
72nd Annual Conference. 
Young is the 66th person 
to receive the award, which 
is presented annually by the 
NAACP to persons who are 
involved in the civil rights 
struggle. Past recipients 
During his acceptance 
speech, Young told the audi­
ence that the 400-year strug­
gle for equality and civil 
rights for Black people in 
America is far from over. 
Young said he is saddened 
by the fact that many 
conservative and right-wing 
Americans look at Reagan's 
victory last fall as a mandate 
to put "human rights and 
human dignity back in the. 
back of the bus." 
"I'm not comfortable talk­
ing about myself, unless it's 
in a smoke-filled room," said 
the 45 year-old Gibson, the 
11th player elected to the 
Hall of Fame in his first year 
of eligibility. "No one gets 
here without help from a lot 
of people." Gibson thanked 
his older brother Josh, "who 
visited me in the hospital 
when I was having a boot 
with pneumonic and said 
he'd get me a bat and glove 
and teach me how to play 
baseball. He's responsible 
for me learning the funda­
mentals." 
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He criticized Democrats 
who go along with the 
dismantling of social �rvice 
programs for the cities in 
.. . ':.·.'I' 
.,. . . . , ..• �)..! .. ·;:.!.,·.: �
In 1938, black IJoxer Henry Armstrong held the 
feather-weight, welterweight and light-weight 
championship titles, all at the same time: 
?==0-c- p_ - --.... ::-;.- ;; 
Brown sugar will stay softer if you put a piece of fresh 
bread in the container and close it securely. 
Gibson praised his mana­
gers Johnny Keane and Red 
Schoendienst. Schoendienst 
managed Gibson during his 
glory years.
Make Extra Money 
Hi, my name is William E. Beverly, III , 
my nickname is "Tre". 
I am 11, and attend Adams School 
where I'm ·in the 6th grade. My hobbies are, 
soccer, baseball and fishing. 
I make extra money 
c.arrying pa·pers for
the "Voice" 
Become a Black Voice 
Paper Carrier 
Collegiate Unlimited Inc. 
Part 1 
From its inception Collegiate Unlimited Inc., "Guidance 
Modules" total intent and purpose is to serve youth and 
young adults with information. counseling; and educational 
expertise that covers the immediate areas of: Academic 
Counseling, Career Counseling, Demonstrations, Field 
Trips, Instructional Material, Multi-Sector Board of 
Directors, Parent Involvement, Publications, Speakers, 
Summer Programs, Supervised Study Groups, Scholarship 
Incentive Awards, Teacher Training Workships, Tutoring, 
University Counseling and Total Life Experience Conferen­
ce. 
We reinforce the positive mental concept of intellectual 
growth and development. This process is integrated through 
professional development and enrichment, academic advis­
ing, remediation and assessment, career decision-making, 
and encouraging a continued interest and participation in 
education. The program is designed to assist and strengthen 
the retention measures which exist, and create new ones 
where they are needed. 
There are numerous key gidance modules of which 
"CNEEP Track" is one. CNEEP stands for "Community 
Network Educational Enrichment Program." It works for 
the common cause of youth, adults, �d the community for 
the express purpose of development and implementation of a 
network of educational programming designed to provide 
"opportunity tracks" and career patterns with program 
focus on ''pre and post concepts" with supportive buic
program services information and alternatives for profes­
sional preparation through general, technical, and vocational 
areu for primary, secondary, and post-secondary education. 
The "guidance modules" are divided into six group11 of 
educational programming: (1) Primary (2) Secondary (3} 
Post-Secondary (4) Graduate School (5) Financial Aids (6) 
Multiples Concepts and Jdeas in Educational Brokering and 
Career Development Specialization. These six groups 
represent the preventive maintenance combined with 
maximum potential and information available for youth, 
parents, and community evaluation in regards to education. 
The operational seasons are broken-down into four (4) 
seasons. 
Spring - March, April, May 
Summer - June, July, August 
Fall - September, October, November 
Winter - December, January, February 
This designation was given so that everyone will have no 
doubts as to exactly what months are referred to in regards 
to requirements and needs for tests, or examinations 
required for entrance to schools above the secondary level. 
o:co:•::� A ... : .. t: . : _._ :•. ·• . 
_ CONSUMER 
QUESTIONS & ANSWER� 
By EUNICE WILLIAMSON 
Family & Consumer Sciences Advisor 
Un1vecsity of Ca�fornia 
QUESTION: What causes cloudy iced tea? 
ANSWER: Tannin is a substance which is present naturally 
in tea. Tannin gives tea its Oavor and refreshing qualities 
and also is the cause of cloudiness. Tannin is less soluble in 
cold water than it is in hot water. This fact provides the key· 
to dealing with the problem of cloudy tea. When tea is chilled 
(whether with ice cubes or by refrigerating it}, the tannin 
precipitates and produces cloudy tea. There are several 
ways to reduce or eliminate cloudiness. One method is to. 
avoid brewing tea which is excessively high in tannin. A 
strong infusion can be brewed by using more tea 
(approximately 6 tea bags to a quart of water) and by 
steeping it for a short time, 3 to 5 minutes. Using a smaller 
amount and steeping the tea for a long time extracts more 
tannin and produces a tea more likely to become cloudy 
when chilled. Diluting a strong infusion while it is hot also 
helps prevent cloudiness as does the use of soft water. 
A second method, one preferred by some iced tea 
devotees, is to store the tea on the sink rather than in the 
refrigerator. Tea thus stored stays clear and its flavor is not 
harmed by leaving it out of the refrigerator. 
Deliver Once A Week! 
Call 824-8884 
Once the tea becomes cloudy, the remedy is to add a bit of 
boiling water to it. Sun tea--tea made by setting a quart jar 
filled with cold water and 6 bags of tea in the sun for 3 to 4 
hours--is less likely to become cloudy than tea brewed with 
boiling water because less tannin dissolves in cold water. 
--..... r RestEasy 
1 With Sleep-Eze: ] 
The gentle ingredient in 
Sleep-Eze helps you gel 
( 
a good night's sleep. and 
wake up refreshed. Use � �, only as directed. .�
•ooo �
This is YOUR� 
COMMUNITY· 
NEWSPAPER 
OPEN EARIIER 
OPEN LATER 
OPEN SATURDAY 
OPEN LONGER! 
Now Redlands Federal Savings hos the longest hours in town overall 
. . sunup to sundown to Saturday. Check the schedule below or 
check with your local office for individual hours. We're your Rosy 
Future Place . . open longer. serving you best! 
Redlands Federal Offices 
Redlands Main Lobby 
Branch 
300 E. State St. 
Walk-up 
Drive-up 
Redlands Mall Lobby 
158 Redlands Mall 
Fontana Lobby 
8501 Sierra Ave. Drive-up 
Riverside 
1651 University Lobby 
San Bernardino Drive-up 
2200 E Highland Ave. 
Corona 
\ 1240 Border Ave. Lobby 
Woodcrest 
•17086 Van Buren Blvd. 
Norco Lobby 
2900 Hamner Ave Drive-up 
Yucaipa
! Lobby
34580 Yucaipa Blvd. 
Banning
3170 W. Ramsey 
Calimesa I Drive~up
1139Calimesa Blvd. 
Big Bear
41969 Big Bear Blvd. 
Loma Linda Lobby 
25487 Barton Road Drive-up 
Beaumont l 725 Beaumont Ave. Lobby 
Colton ) 615 N. La Cadena Dr 
Mon-Th Fri 
9-4 9-6
8:30-9 8:30-9 
4:00-5 
8:30-6 8:30-6 
10-5 :30 10-6
9-4 9-6 
8:30-5 8:30-6 
9-4 9-6
8:30-5 8:30-6 
9-5 9-6
9-4 9-8
8:30-5 8:30-8 
9-4 9-6
· 8:30-5 8:30-6 
M: 9-6/Tu-Fri: 9-4 
' 8:30-6 8:30-5 
9-4 9-6
m,ince 1890 
Redlands Federal 
s�Y!!19s 
ASSOCIATION 
Sat 
8:30-1 
8:30-1 
10-2
8:30-1 
9-1
8:30-1 
9-1
,I 
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•••••••••• ••••••••• ENTERTAINMENT ..• - --- - - -••• 
•• • By Sharon L. Graine, 
Entertainment Editor • 
, ... •• I 
Celebrity Forum 
With Fred Williamso n 
In all the movies which 
have opened this summer 
only a hand full have had 
black actors in them, and 
even less are produced by 
black production companies. 
I!\ 
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0 
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At the present time in 
theatres across the country, 
box offices are booming by 
showing space fantasy. nos­
talgic and horror films, and 
if one were to draw any 
conclusions about the afore­
mentioned, it would be that 
blacks simply <!on't exist. At 
least, they don't exist with 
any magnitude or at all in 
some minds of film creators. 
According to Fred 'The 
Hammer' Williamson, prod­
ucer and better know as an 
actor and football player, 
"It's not that blacks aren't 
getting the roles in the 
industry but rather they 
-have stopped creating 
them." 
by a black, its 'typed'. 
Williamson says that we 
spend to much time looking 
for social s�atements in our 
movies but don't seem to do 
the same with white films. 
He feels people should ,go to 
be entertained. In other 
countries, that is done more 
readily. His production com­
pany, Po Boy, is housed in 
Canada. He feels he must 
appeal to an audiance whose 
minds and eyes are not 
clouded by some ominous 
social stigma which sur­
rounds blacks here in the 
U.S. 
FRED WILLIAMSON says that we spend to much time do the same with white films. He feels people should go to be 
looking for soical statements in our movies but don't seem to entertained. 
Fred Williamson, a very 
outspoken person on blacks 
in· the movies, has other 
thoughts and concepts as to 
":'.here all of this is possibly 
going. He felt that the white 
industry is no longer is need 
of a black as a money maker; 
that the biggies could go for 
the next ten years without a 
black in their films and not 
lose 'a dime. 
Black films suffer for 
other reasons too. Blacks 
many times are reluctant to 
see their films and whites on 
the average are disinte­
rested. Then, if the script is 
written by a white, its' 
stereotyped. If it's written 
Williamson was born in 
Montreal but moved to the 
United States . to attend 
school. He has two degrees, 
a Bach�lors in Psychology 
and a Masters in Archetec­
tural Engineering. His pro­
duction company (Po Boy) 
has been in existance for six 
years and its most successful 
release was ''Three the Hard 
Way", starring Jim Br�wn, 
Jim Kelly and Williamson. 
His newest venture to be 
released sometime early spr­
ing is called "One Down Two 
to Go", a sequal to "Three 
the Hard Way", and stars 
the same three principals. 
For now, Williamson is on 
his way to Rome to work on 
a movie offered by another 
company, but adds the film 
from his own production 
company will be a success 
even ii it's bad, llis logic, 
"You have three internatio­
nal stars, so it will do well in 
Europe." He then added, 
"When people pay $4.00 to 
see a Fred Williamson 
movie, they know they're 
going to see fighting, shoot­
ing, and me making love to
some pretty lady and riding 
off into the sunset." Well 
Fred, I think I1l wait and see 
on that one. 
Until then, it's only fair to 
mention that for those of you 
who think Fred Williamson 
is egotjstic, conceited and 
snobbish, you could be right. 
But I care to think of him as 
self assured, assertive and 
aggressive, because the tru­
th is, he's a terrifically nice 
person .... GOOD LUCK TO 
YOU FRED ON YOUR 
NEW MOVIE VENTURE. 
C.B. RADIOS
SALES and SER VICE 
Truckers Priority 
24 Hour Call Service 
B&B Electronics 
18434 Vaiiey 
Bloomington, CA 
(714)'877-0190 
Success is contagious 
and you spread it around 
Beauty Extravag_anza 
Fashion Show and Disco Dance 
Sponsored by 
Shades of Beauty Salon 
and 
Elite Starlighte'rs 
Featuring 
SUPPORT YOUR 
COMMUNITY 
NEWSPAPER 
Entertainment Coming Events 
IN THEATRE 
Presently on stage in L.A. at the Inner City Cultural 
Center ... The Black Rose, a play about the plight of the 
black actor in New York and Hollywood. It's runs 
Thursday thru Sunday at 8 p.m. 
IN CONCERT 
August 5th, one night only, Carmen McCrae at the 
Hollywood Bowl.On August 12th for one night only, 
Sarah Vaughn in a jazz tribute. 
Pasadena Area: 
Stevie Wonder Ashford & Simpson, Andre Crouch and 
others at the Rose Bowl, Aug. 15th 
CELEBRATING GRANO OPENING 0 
PAGE 7 
ASHFORD & �IMPS01', 5,tevie Wonder, Andre Crouch, 
Grover Washinito.n, Debbie Laws and many many many 
others will be � concert at the Rose Bowl in Pasadena, 
August 15th. 
Monterey area: 
Monterey Jazz Festival, September 18th, 19, and 20th, 
starring Billy Exkstine Cal Tjader and Sarah Vaugh to 
mention a few. 
Lady Elegance Lingerie 
AND 
"Na Imah's" 
Unique Fashions 
REYNALDO REY• 
LIPSTICK DANCE S 
Singles SS.00 
August 9, 1981 6:00 P.M. 
at the·Ramada Inn 
11 SO University Ave. 
Riverside, CA 
Drawing 
Couples S8.00 
Black Voice News Still Only 25 Cents 
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Community Development· 
Meeting in Rubidoux 
92509. • 
The Community Develop­
ment Block Grant Program 
is funded through the Depa­
rtment of Housing and Urb­
an Development (HUD). 
Blackeyed Peas 
1516 S. Cucamonga 
( . Ontario, CA 
The Riverside County Off­
ice of Community Develop­
ment has scheduled a comm­
unity meeting for the citiz­
ens of the Belltown area of 
Rubidoux. The purpose of 
the meeting for the citizens 
of the Belltown area of 
Rubidoux. The purpose of 
the meeting is to complete a 
citizen needs assessment for 
future community develop­
ment activities and present 
a status report on activities 
which were funded by the 
Office of Community Develo­
pment. 
The purpose of the program NIANMl!N..-.NIAN!A.._illll ... _...._.&iilW"IIS-' 
is to rehabilitate and upgra-
de communities and neighb- r--■-■-■-■-■-■-■-■-■-■■■■"i."i."i.i.--------■-
orhoods for the benefit of all 
The meeting will be held 
on Tuesday, August 11, 1981 
7:30 p.m. at Avalon Park 
Recreational Hall, 2500 Ava­
lon, Roubidoux, California 
ci�izens, but with primary 
emphasis on low- and moder­
ate income persons. For 
further information contact: 
Mr. Robert Melsh 
A r e a  R e p r e s e�t a t i ve  
Office of C!>mmunity Devel­
opment 4080 Lemon Street, 
1 2 t h  . f l o o r  
Riverside, California 92501 
Telephone: (714) 787-6547 
Toll Free: l-800-442-4904 
DEADLINE 
MONDAY 9 A.M. 
FOR THU�SDA.Y'S 
PlfBLICATION 
N·Ews STAFF 
COLUMNIST AND CONTRIBUTORS 
Alice D. Mitchell 
Mayor Ab Brown 
Ollie M. Andrews 
Betty Myles 
Ira Gray 
Edward Jenkins 
Herbert Adamu Gwen Streeter 
Ron El-Amin Charles Ledbetter 
Ruthie Seldon Vernon Jordan 
Rev. & Mrs. E. Jefferson Theresa Jewell 
Cynthia Morris 
San Francisco Correspondent 
Sharon L. Gralne, 
Entertainment Editor 
James Powell, 
Washington Corespondent 
Yvonne Everett, 
Typesetter 
STAFF PHOTOGRAPHERS 
Fred Minter 
� 
RIVERSIDE SAVINGS 
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
SINCE 1901 
• Insured Savings Accounts
• Real Estate and Home
Improvement Loons
• Mortgage Counseling Service
EXECUTIVE OFFICE - 3985 UNIVERSITY (AT CHESTNUT) 
"ARLINGTON-MADISON OFFICE - 5030 ARLINGTON (AT MADISON) 
"PEDLEY OFFICE - 81611 PEDLEY RD. (AT LIMONITE) 
LA SIERRA OFFICE - '780 LA SIERRA AVE. (NEAR PIERCE ST.) 
PHONE: 684·3366 
*SATURDAY HOURS: 
9 All TO 1 PII ·-­LIMO•"-
Rev. Levonzo Gray 
CIRCULATION MANAGERS 
Dick Webster, Pomona 
J .L. Bratton, Ontario 
Norman Hull, Moreno Valley 
SUBCRIPTION MANAGER 
Paulette Brown 
"Jus Me" 
Gloria Gooden Gray 
Custom Made Fashions 
ACCOUNT MANAGER for the discriminating person. 
Lynn Brown 
ART DEPARTMENT 
Hardy Brown, Jr. 
Personal Counsultations 
(714) 87 4-6621
PAPER CARRIER MANAGER 
�1vs ARE IJ�, 
"9i Willie Mae's 0
4--
Braidery & Hair Affair 
BRAIDING 
* HAIR WEA VES
* SCULPTURED
NAILS
* JERI-CURLS
byJHIRMACK
ALL YOUR BEAUTY 
NEEDS 
PROFESSIONALLY 
APPLIED 
By 
Willie Mae Beverly 
Willie Mae Beverly 
4173 .PARK AVENUE 
SALON 
RIVERSIDE,·CALIFORNIA 
TUESDAYTHRUSATURDAY 
Call for Appointment 
LICENSED OPERATOR 
684•0253· Chuckie Johnson 
For fast, fair, 
friendly service 
contact •.• 
NOTICE INVITING 
BIDS 
Riverside County Office of 
communily Develop men!, 
herein called Owner, invites 
sealed proposals for the 
Demolilion, Grading and 
Remove debris from Ripley 
School, located on School Road 
between 24th adn 2S!h Avenues, 
Ripley. 
Proposals shall be delivered to 
the Office of Community 
Development, County of 
Riverside, adelress 4080 Lemon 
Street, 12th Floor, Conference 
Room: A not taler than 4:00 
p.m., on Augusl 17, 1981 lo be 
promptly opened in public at
said address. 
Each proposal shall be in ac­
cordance wilh plans, 
specifications and other contract 
documents, dated July 17, 1981 
and prepared by The Office of 
Community Development whose 
address is 4080 Lemon Slreet, 
12th Floor, Conference Room 
: A, from who they may be 
obta ineel upon deposit of $25.00 
per set. 
Pursuanl to the Labor Code, the 
governing board of the Owner 
has obtained from the Director 
of the Departmenl of lnduslrial 
Relations, State of California, his 
determinations of general 
prevailing rates of per diem 
wages applicable to the work, 
anel for holiday and overlime 
work, including employer 
payments for health and 
welfare, apension, vacation and 
simlliar proposed, as set forth on 
schedule which is o file at the 
principal office of the owner, 
and which will be made 
available 10 any inleresteel 
person upon requesl. 
"This projecl is Federally 
financed by the U.S. Depart­
ment of Housing and Urban 
Development (234 CFR, Part 57) 
and subject to certain 
requirements including payment 
of Federal prevailing wages, 
compliance with "Section 3" 
Affirmative Aclion 
Requirements, Executive Order 
No. 11246 and others. The 
aforementioned and described in 
The "Special Federal 
Provisions" section of the bid 
document. Additional in­
formation pertaining lo the 
Federal requiremenls is on file 
with the Counly of RiversiCle's 
Communily Development of­
fice." 
Dated: July 27, 1981 
Riverside County Office· of 
communily Developmenl 
By: Bruce C. Daniels, 
Director. 
Published by !he Black Voice 
News July 30 aind August 6, 1981. 
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POOL MAINTENANCE 
WORKER FICTITIOUS BUSINESS 
NAME STATEMENT 
FILE NO. 81-2932 
The following person 
doing business as: 
SALARY: Sl,055-$1,286 
is 
SHADES OF BEA(jTl'. 
BOUTIQUE 
2211 University Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92507 
This business is conducted 
by an individual, signed by 
Pamela E. Allen. 
This statement was filed 
with the County Clerk of 
Riverside County on June 
17, 1981. 
CERTIFICATIO� 
I hereby certify that the 
foregoing is a correct copy of 
the original on file in my 
office. 
DONALD D. SULLIVAN 
COUNTY CLERK 
B.HARRIS
DEPUTY
Expires on December 31, 
1986. 
Training and work experie· 
nee equivalent to one year in 
the operation and mainten­
ance of school or commercial 
pools and equipment. Must 
possess a valid and appropi· 
ate Calif. Driver's License. 
Final date for filing applicat· 
ion is 3:30 p.m. \\ednesd.ay, 
Aug. 12, 1981 �t: 
ROWLAND UNIFIED 
SCHOOL DISTRICT 
1830 Nogales 
Rowland Heights, CA 91748 
-":§\, A 
/� , .,� 
Published in the Black Voice Spark plugs usually last 
News July 23, 30, 1981 and 10,000 to 20,000 miles. 
August 6 and 13, 1981. 
For constipation 
you'll call it 
"The Overnight Wonder" 
Ever feel uncomfortable with your laxative? 
Then it's time you tried the gentle medicine they 
call "The Overnight Wonder ... 
Ifs today's Ex-Lax and it relieves the discom­
forts of constipation by helping restore the body·s 
own natural rhythm. Try it tonight. You·ll like the 
way you feel in the morning! 
Chocolated or pills. Ex-Lax is .. The Overnight 
Wonder." I ,, 
-
PROGRESSIVE 
LAW ENFORCEMENT 
City of �iverslde 
California 
Police Officer 
$1491-1998 
Exciting _career, 
unlimited opportunities 
for ambitious in• 
ldlviduals. If you are a 
IHlgh School grad. (or 
iequlvalent), at least 21 
years of age and are in 
good physical condition, 
apply now. 
CITY OF RIVERSIDE 
3900 Main Street 
Riverside, Calif, 92522 
For more Information 
about the Riverside 
Police Department 
contact Officer Jim 
Cannon (714) 787-7540. 
LIST YOUR RENTAL 
*FREE•
in Community Rentals 
J�st Call 683-5280 
YOUR DOG NEEDS 
, VITAMINS, TOO. 
� Sergeant"s 
·-f =�· .. are =t"Xlt:'
:.1979 M 11,, �,1ortoo ComDil'IV • ,u1>s,ai.1rv of 
AH Rob,ns Co .. R,c:nl"lol'ld V,r91n1a 23230 
WITH SLEEP-Ezr 
YOU CAN REST USt 
Sleep-Eze contains a gentle 
sleep inducer that helps you 
get a good night's sleep. And 
isn't that all you want? Use 
only as directed. 
music 
) 
. t 
� t 
AL v1N�scMus1crcENrER t 
1705 West Base Line 
Telephone (714) 885-5180 t
LARGEST SELECTION OF TAPES & tRECORDS IN THE SAN BERNARDINO AREA 
• JEWELRY 
/ ft A 
o,upu •-etc...,._ .._ t
• SMOKING ACCESSORIES / 1' 
• INCENSE � � SERVI O · • g!� �;:��OS � '-� \0 w, '•";'"" £'/.p If,., t• � LP's ond 45 rpm. Records � · • CAR SPEAKERS as low as � lopes, Cass ettes. 8 Track Tapes, -� All SIZES AND SHAPES � Many other Accessories � 
: ��6��os : ::::: cBR�iO�&'j��·p;;� f. 
SigmoS/1 � 
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